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Abstract 
Today’s software development requires specific technical skills while the problems that are to be solved are 

logically simple. Every framework family and programming language has its unique approach for technical 

constructs. While the logic remains the same (and usually very simple), most of the time even for a 

professional programmer is spent on expressing the same logic on the chosen programming language.  

Due to the “coding” aspect of software development, the logic is unintentionally buried within the technical 

constructs. Because the technical constructs are hand written and every programmer has unique personal 

way of doing the same thing (that varies in time), the written code also becomes unintentionally author-

bound. Although this problem can be reduced inside a controlled team, it exists between different teams 

and companies. This person-bound aspect is very unusual compared to any other industry. 

A new emerging methodology – ADM – provides solution to this problem. ADM provides a way to engineer 

software from higher level of abstraction and automate the platform level coding. The Ball is a model for 

information ecosystem achievable through ADM. This document is a starting point for the workshop on 

ADM and The Ball. It reports a tiny background and the tools needed. 

Background 
Software development has well identified major issue that it hasn’t been able to solve. The same logic is 

implemented over and over again with manual coding to different platforms, different languages – 

sometimes even within a single project scope. Component level modular reusability is often thought as 

“solved” through object-oriented language constructs combined with library and framework offerings for 

network service level “SOA” stacks. However coders are still required to “glue” this reusability together; 

port the existing solutions to support different platforms and different SDK/library versions. This renders 

into practically zero reusability in the end-developer level where the actual custom solution is built through 

coding. For any achieved reusability, the lifetime of such reusability is “until-the-next-major-

platform/framework-version-is-launched”. 

ADM = Abstraction Design Methodology 
ADM as “Abstraction Design Methodology” is a methodology; combination of methods that allow 

specifying an independent “abstraction” of any information. It was originally designed to solve problems in 

software development, so its practical approach is built around tooling available in that context. Its building 

blocks - abstractions - are independent modules that can be thought of transformers of information 
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between different abstraction perspectives (not necessarily clearly higher-to-lower level) of the same core 

information. 

ADM is a target-platform independent method. It takes advantage of core technologies common in modern 

software engineering and can be seen as being special case for MDA, DSL, MDD and so forth. However the 

simplest perspective is to see ADM as a way replacing manual coder in the software development process. 

To differentiate from common model-driven-engineering approach, ADM does not require any special 

tooling. It was created to be usable in environment where no additional tooling was available. The outcome 

is also designed just to replace manual coder’s work – in a way that the generator is as easy to maintain and 

to modify as would manual code that it is generating. 

ADM fulfills few critical requirements to be able to provide incremental additional value without 

introducing any compromises.  

- It requires no additional tooling over currently widely used mainstream tooling 

o It can target any textual language or output 

- All its content is version controllable under normal folder structure 

o Automation can be seen as very strict guidance following developer 

o The process can rely on manual work being done side-by-side with automation 

o The existing ADM module from any source can be altered within project scope as desired 

- It provides pure form of raising the level of abstraction (kind of “always-optimal-DSL”) 

o All the architects, designers and developers speak unified language about architecture 

- Anything automated with it can also be un-automated practically immediately 

o Abstraction that’s not improving productivity can be replaced back to be manual work 

ADM is not a framework, a library nor a tool. It is a combination of few methods that need to be followed 

properly, thus it’s a methodology. It is based on industry standard XML and mainstream available T4 

template-generator technology.  T4 is available out-of-the-box in Microsoft Visual Studio tooling and in 

framework level completely open source in MonoDevelop and its Mono-runtime based libraries. 

Reusability solution in a nutshell 
ADM provides a way to modularize software architecture at source code level. The guidance of HOW-TO 

build, maintain and use each specific module is unified in the method. ADM abstraction module consists of 

one XML-schema that defines the explicit terminology or “language” and then the module content 

expressed in that language; thus schema-based XML. In addition of that XML, ADM defines a practical and 

effective way of creating and maintaining template-generators as an independent and thus extensible part 

of the abstraction. 

True cross-platform reusability is achieved as combination of following:  

- Source code form distribution 

o Module updates can be shared with standard VCS functionality 

o Best example of modular source code built cross platform software is Linux 

o Git provides all the requirements for secure infrastructure for distributed ecosystem library 

- Industry standard language to define the abstraction layers 

- Reference architecture blocks defined with method specified unified way  

o A critical requirement for any reusability approach, to understand what is being reused 



The above applies to any target language or target framework, SDK or a library. ADM does not require 

building everything from scratch, thus the same frameworks and libraries can be used as when doing the 

normal manual or tool supported development.  

The Ball – The Information Ecosystem: Powered By ADM 
The Ball is a model for whole information based ecosystem. Theoretically it is at the core of universal 

information theories, but those are beyond the scope of this workshop. The Ball consists of logical 

information content and logical operations that are ran against that information content to produce new 

content. While the whole concept is abstract, when combined with ADM-enabled modular abstractions, it 

can also be seen very concrete. The building blocks already exist and are natural to any piece of software 

ever written on any language; semantic information models and logical operations taken against those 

models. 

To truly understand The Ball, one needs to understand ADM properly and see how The Ball can be built 

from very fundamental core pieces of information. Practical way to understand its power is to see it as a 

“universal cross-platform digital integration entity”. Playing with the concrete implementation (at the time 

of writing this, built on Windows Azure cloud platform) helps to understand also the reusability and cross-

connectivity power of ADM, that powers up the information flows within The Ball. 

Whatever digital service lab or factory is being designed, The Ball can serve as a fundamental core of it. 

Being a theoretical level concept any digital service lab or factory can also be seen as one implementation 

of The Ball. 

Workshop AIMS 
Workshop aims to give each participant enough hands-on experience to being able to independently use 

ADM. The usage of ADM hands-on is the best way to understand the work on the raised level of 

abstraction. The workshop is built from ground-up and necessary tooling usage is also revisited during the 

workshop. Depending on the workshop length the following is addressed: 

- Getting started hands-on to work with ADM 

- Getting hands-on experience of cross-platform reusability through demonstrations 

- Starting to build the understanding of the power in working on raised level of abstraction 

- Starting to build the understanding of the agreed reference models that are already there 

- Demonstrating one approach of unified information modeling 

o Through the first concrete instance of “The Ball” on Windows Azure 

- Demonstrating one approach of unified logical operation modeling 

o Through the first concrete instance of “The Ball” on Windows Azure 

- Demonstrating the module swap-in-swap-out with existing Git-functionality 

o Concept demonstrating free form metadata that can be attached-at-will to the modules 

o Concept demonstrating digital signatures for trust structures in the ecosystem libraries 

 

 



Tools Needed for Workshop 
Current hands-on ground up workshop requires Windows and Visual Studio based tooling, because all the 

current demonstrations and videos are built around it. ADM is built and proven to work with any 

mainstream IDE with Mono-runtime installed, so there is no hard requirement of Visual Studio. 

The T4-template editing experience is currently best in Visual Studio, however this can change later on, 

if/when the team behind MonoDevelop improve it. The largest difference is the T4 intellisense support, 

that has been missing in MonoDevelop, but is available in Visual Studio. 

That being said, the workshop can be pulled off just fine with non-Windows environment and 

MonoDevelop, given enough self-interest to study the tooling and usage of T4 in MonoDevelop. 

List of tools needed for the workshop 
- Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 (Professional edition or above has been verified to work) 

o Trial available: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=16057 

- T4 Editor for Visual Studio 2010 

o http://t4-editor.tangible-engineering.com/T4-Editor-Visual-T4-Editing.html 

- T4 Toolbox for Visual Studio 2010 

o http://t4toolbox.codeplex.com/ 

- Visual XML-Schema designer. Altova is the one used in the workshop demonstrations.  

o http://www.altova.com/xml-editor/ 

o Trial available to download to use in the workshop 

- Git on Windows 

o http://code.google.com/p/gitextensions/ 

Additional not-necessary required tooling 
- Android development environment 

o Demonstrations aim to include IntelliJ-usage of Android client with ADM 

Demo Downloads 
- Demo downloads from ground-up are available in GitHub 

o https://github.com/kallex/MSTechDays2012Demos/downloads 

- Demo videos (Getting Started with T4) are not made from that actual demo, but explain the same 

thing 

o http://abstractiondev.wordpress.com/demo-videos/ 

- Finnish Microsoft Developer Seminar Material about the T4 + ADM (and the demo download) 

o http://abstractiondev.wordpress.com/2012/03/09/microsoft-techdays-2012-finland-adm-

materials/ 

Further Reading and Watching 
The ADM + The Ball were developed with concrete project implementation first. The documentation 

produced is not academic style written, but the processes and new features have been described in the 

public as much as has been possible given the resources. The explanations are prioritized to be concrete 

hands-on examples with actual usable source-code demos and videos. 
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The material is also quite sparse and distributed, given the fact that ADM + The Ball solve wide spectrum of 

problems and the material has been produced from any worked active problem approach.  

Material list 
- Neutral party (academic) assessment report on ADM replacing current mainstream development 

o http://abstractiondev.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/add-report.pdf 

- Open letter to Open-Source Communities. The ADM + The Ball is open source by technical 

constraints, not by “nice-to-have” nor “license enforcement”.  

o http://abstractiondev.wordpress.com/all-in-open-source/ 

- Demo videos (including some slides about “The Ball”), including ground up videos and categorized 

usage 

o http://abstractiondev.wordpress.com/demo-videos/ 

- Paradigm shift to use ADM over coding focused, constrained way of dealing with raised abstraction: 

o http://abstractiondev.wordpress.com/dawn/ 

- Information valuation in the ecosystem – beyond current distributed social media “noise” 

o http://abstractiondev.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/towards-citizens-as-digital-

innovators.pdf 

- Digital Networked Services – Specs that lead into ”The Ball” model, mostly still accurate 

o http://abstractiondev.wordpress.com/web-3-0/ 

The progress is regularly reported through the Tech Blog and LinkedIn group “The Ball – The Information 

Ecosystem”. The team is planning to move all the collaboration on top of live-instance of The Ball, but for 

now the tech platform for forums and such is still lacking functionality. 

Tech blog can be found at: http://abstractiondev.wordpress.com/ 
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